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A: Try =TRANSPOSE(SPLIT(A1, " ")) You
could try this with the new version of Excel
which should have a "Merge Cells" button. A:
Thank you, all I had to do was:
=concatenate("\r ",A1:A49) What's happening
is that the CSV returned to me by Aruba
cloud is in good form, so I'm using Matlab.
Reading the manual of Aruba cloud, it says
that the CSV is delimited by a single space, so
I'm splitting it with the only space. Transcript
for Video captures moment homeless couple
gets eviction notice Hello I'm Maura share
can we just on the do I. Our homeless couple
just got a eviction notice and. You don't have
to worry about that because when I got to
their house to see how they live they you
know. It is a great place and. They're doing it
on a budget. Even though they're sleeping on
the streets they're happy to be together and
they told me they love each other. And they
have a combined income of 250 dollars after
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all the cost of living and that's why they're so
comfortable. And they don't wanna leave each
other in this situation. Why would he just
blow you know we got the notice for back
rent and that went from the three. They saw
they're homeless they decided to put together
of course. I have a big problem and try and
fix it because I am from that mean I
understand the position they're in so that's
why I'm gonna start. Defying the eviction
notice that's. This transcript has been
automatically generated and may not be 100%
accurate. FILED NOT FOR PUBLICATION
FEB 27 2011 1cb139a0ed
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